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ABSTRACT
Pattern Recognition is a useful tool for deciphering movement intent from myoelectric signals.
In order to be clinically viable over time, recognition paradigms must be capable of adapting
with the user. Most existing paradigms are static, although two forms of adaptation have
received limited attention: Supervised adaptation achieves high accuracy, since the intended
class is known, but at the cost of repeated cumbersome training sessions. Unsupervised
adaptation attempts to achieve high accuracy without explicitly being told the intended class,
thus achieving adaptation that is invisible to the user at the cost of reduced accuracy. This paper
reports a novel adaptive experiment on eight subjects that allowed a post-hoc comparison of four
supervised and three unsupervised adaptation paradigms. All supervised adaptation paradigms
reduced error over time by at least 23%. Most unsupervised adaptation paradigms failed to
achieve statistically significant reductions in error due to the uncertainty of the correct class.
One method that selected high-confidence samples showed the most practical potential, although
other methods warrant future investigation outside of a laboratory setting. The ability to provide
supervised adaptation should be incorporated into any clinically viable pattern recognition
controller, and unsupervised adaptation should receive renewed interest in order to provide
invisible adaptation.
INTRODUCTION
Myoelectric prosthesis control may be compared with recognition of a person in a photograph. If
you are only concerned with the height of the person, then the silhouette of the person may be
sufficient to calculate their height. Likewise, the average myoelectric signal amplitude is
sufficient to calculate the speed or position of the prosthesis if some control strategy such as cocontraction will determine which joint will move.
If, on the other hand, you are asked to identify the person in the photograph, features in
addition to the silhouette are required. These features may come from a variety of sources,
including color (hair, eyes, skin, etc…), shape (round face, chiseled face), etc… By combining
all of these features, you have a better probability of successfully identifying the person.
Likewise, it is fairly straightforward to identify a desired grasp pattern or movement encoded in
the electrical image produced by the muscle ensemble by looking at numerous features of
myoelectric signals. Such a concept is termed pattern recognition and has been applied to
myoelectric control since the 1970’s [1]. Substantial progress towards a clinically viable system
made in the 1990’s [2] combined with the introduction of powerful microcontrollers has allowed
companies to begin designing a new generation of prostheses that are capable of recognizing
these myoelectric patterns, allowing for more functional and lifelike movement of
multifunctional prostheses.
The above illustrations ignore an important consideration: the possibility of temporal change
between training and testing. Suppose between the time you were trained to recognize a person’s
picture and the time you were tested, he or she cut their hair, got sunburned, and lost twenty
pounds. Your ability to correctly identify this person (class) within a group of similar persons
(classes) would depend on how well you had been trained, with four possible scenarios:
a) Singular Training: If you had only been shown the original and final image of the person,
identification would be difficult.
b) Robust features [3]: If you had based your decision primarily on robust features, such as
scars or tattoos, rather than on features that may frequently change, then the effect of
temporal changes would not substantially affect your decision.
c) Robust training [4]: If during your initial training you had been shown many different
images of the person (i.e., complete wardrobe, several hair cuts, pictures from different
angles, etc…), it is likely that you would have recognized the person despite the changes.
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This method assumes that all change falls within the permutation range of the robust training
session. It also requires lengthy permutations of all of the variables that could change (i.e.,
losing weight and wearing heavy clothing; gaining weight and wearing light clothing, etc…)
d) Adaptive Training [5, 6]: If you had only been shown one image the first day of training,
but you had also been shown periodic updates, your mental image of the person would adapt
over time, allowing you to recognize gradual changes such as weight loss, and possibly even
drastic changes if they only happened one at a time. If the identity of the person in the
updated picture is provided, the adaptation is termed supervised [6]. If the identity of the
person in the updated picture is not provided, the adaptation is termed unsupervised [5].
Pattern changes over time are an unavoidable reality both in pictures and myoelectric signals.
Myoelectric pattern changes can be caused by a variety of factors, including electrode
conductivity changes (perspiration, humidity), electrophysiological changes (muscle fatigue,
atrophy, or hypertrophy), spatial changes (electrode shifting or tissue fluid fluctuations), and
user changes (adaptation or contraction intensity changes). Despite these temporal changes, the
majority of reported classifiers rely on a single training session. Some studies only use signal
amplitude, which is not temporally robust, in conjunction with a complex classifier [5]. Others
use a slightly more robust ensemble of features with a simpler classifier [3]. Both constructions
achieve high classification accuracy [7, 8], even when testing subjects with an amputation [8, 9],
since they both train and test within the same session. These results may not be clinically viable,
however, because they do not show robustness over time.
Other techniques seek to use robust training. Although this technique has produced
encouraging results when applied to a single element of change, such as electrode shifting [4],
incorporating all of the possible fluctuations into the data set requires too many permutations to
be clinically viable.
The Neural Engineering Center for Artificial Limbs performs research on subjects with
targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR): a novel surgical technique that provides the residual
muscles of amputees with similar signal content to the normal muscles of able-bodied subjects
[9-12]. Because we see the same subjects several times each year, our laboratory has turned its
attention to finding a long-term clinically viable pattern recognition approach. Towards this end,
we have begun a systematic analysis of the fourth solution: how to create a clinically viable
classifier that gradually adapts to the user’s changing patterns over time in a manner such that
the user is unaware that the system is even adapting. This paper reports our progress in this
critical area of clinically viable pattern recognition control.
METHODS
Five able-bodied subjects and three TMR amputee subjects (two Shoulder Disarticulation level
and one Transhumeral level) participated in the study. All procedures were performed with
informed consent and approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board.
Signals were pre-amplified and filtered using commercially available myoelectric amplifiers 1
and recorded with a custom-built 16-bit EMG amplification and acquisition system at a
sampling rate of 1 kHz. Electrodes were placed equidistantly around the circumference of the
proximal third of the arm with a longitudinal orientation for able-bodied subjects. Electrodes
were placed at predetermined locations on subjects with TMR that had yielded the best
classification accuracy using a high-density electrode array [12]. Four features 2 were extracted
from each of twelve electrodes every 30 ms in 150 ms overlapped bins. A large number of
classes (eleven 3 ) were tested using an LDA classifier. A large number of classes were chosen to
make classification difficult. Increased difficulty in turn should amplify any robustness
problems, and provide room for adaptation. Custom software 4 was used to process data and
1

Liberating Technologies, Inc. BE328 Remote AC electrodes, 30 Hz – 420 Hz -3dB bandpass filter
Features included mean absolute value, # of zero-crossings, waveform length, and #of slope sign changes
3
For amputees, the 11 classes included elbow flexion/extension, forearm pronation/supination, wrist
flexion/extension, hand open, 3 self-selected grasp patterns, and no movement. For able-bodied subjects, the 11
classes included forearm pronation/supination, wrist flexion/extension, hand open, 5 grasp patterns (3-jaw chuck,
lateral key, fine pinch, trigger, power), and no movement.
4
Acquisition & Configuration Environment (ACE), a myoelectric control software program developed by the
University of New Brunswick
2
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provide a graphical user interface. Subjects alternated between training and testing trials for a
total of ten pairs of training and testing data. Trials contained two repetitions of each class held
for 3-4 seconds. Classifiers calculated from each training trial provided real time visual feedback
for the subsequent (paired) testing trial. The experiment lasted approximately two hours,
including a sum of one hour’s worth of muscle contractions.
Because testing trials provided real-time feedback between each training dataset used to
calculate a classifier, the static classifiers obtained over the two-hour long session may be
thought of as static snapshots of an adaptive classifier. This strategy presented a novel
protocol for assessing adaptive classifiers that allowed rigorous post-hoc comparison of
different adaptation paradigms while preserving the dynamic qualities of real-time
adaptation.
Post-Hoc Adaptation Comparison. Adapted classifiers were calculated post-hoc from data sets
that combined data from the original classifier (of the first three classifiers, this was the
classifier which had the lowest classification error) with selected samples from the testing trials.
Real-time testing samples were selected based on one of two qualities, including the confidence 5
of the decision and how consistently a given class was selected. Confidence is defined as
K

C = ∑ p k ln( p k ) , where pk is the probability of class k and K is the number of classes to be
k =1

considered.
Two types of adaptive classifiers were compared. The first was:
Supervised Adaptation Paradigms (correct class provided):
• Supervised High confidence (SH): Add samples with high confidence, with known
intended class.
• Supervised Low confidence (SL): Add samples with low confidence, correcting the class
of low-confidence decisions.
• Supervised High/Low confidence (SHL): Add samples with high or low confidence,
correcting the class of low-confidence decisions.
• Supervised All (SA): Add all samples, with known intended class.
The second was:
Unsupervised Adaptation Paradigms (algorithm must guess correct class):
• Unsupervised High confidence (UH): Add samples with high confidence. Assume the
predicted class is correct [5].
• Unsupervised Low confidence (UL): Add samples with low confidence. Guess the correct
class from 2nd choice guess and surrounding samples.
• Unsupervised Blip (UB): Add samples that blipped to another class and then settled back
to the same class. Assume the class before/after the blip is correct [13].
Data Processing. Only data following the subject’s response to the visual prompt was analyzed.
Tuning parameters for each adaptation paradigm were optimized based on pilot data from three
other subjects. The original classifier was selected as the baseline classifier to ensure a
reasonable starting trial. Adaptation paradigms added successive groups of samples to this data
set for remaining trials. Relative error 6 reductions between the non-adapting classifier and the
adaptive classifiers were averaged across the remaining 6-8 trials for each subject. Error from

5

Entropy was the actual metric used, but for the purposes of this paper I have used the term confidence and
adjusted the equation to better convey the meaning
6
Relative reductions in error, rather than absolute reductions in error, are reported in the results, because relative
errors retain more information content when averaged across multiple trials and multiple subjects .Information
content was assessed by measuring Kurtosis, the fourth standardized moment of a distribution. Kurtosis was
measured for each subject and found to be larger across subjects for relative error (2.5) than for absolute error (2.2),
p = 0.06
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the non-adapting and adaptive classifiers was fit across trials using a linear least squares
regression. The statistical power of the slope determined if subject error changed over time.
Minimum error was calculated by testing and training on the same real-time data. Any errors
reported in minimum error are simply due to overlap in feature space, and may only be solved
by better feature sets, more sophisticated classifiers, or better distinction by the user.
RESULTS
Adaptation paradigms frequently tagged samples to add to the baseline classifier (Figure 1). The
top of this figure shows the prompted class as circles and original predictions as asterisks. The
confidence of each decision is shown in the middle of the figure with a gray background. Posthoc adaptation strategies tagged some samples to add to the training set. Adaptation strategies
either used the prompted class (supervised strategies), kept the same predicted class (UH), or
suggested a new predicted class (UL, UB) if they thought the original classifier had made an
error. All of the unsupervised adaptation paradigms incorrectly tagged some samples. Nonadapting error grew larger over time for many subjects (Figure 2), and many adaptation
strategies were able to reduce the average error and prevent error from increasing over time.

Figure 1: Composite snapshot of, from top to bottom: real-time test (circles/*), confidence of decisions (line), and
samples tagged in post-hoc analysis for inclusion in the adaptive data set (numbers). Out of 11 classes, only 1 class
was prompted (shown as green circles) during this snapshot and 4 classes were predicted (shown with blue *)
during the real-time test. Post-hoc adaptation paradigms selected different samples to add to the adapted data set,
based on criteria specific to each adaptation paradigm. Sometimes unsupervised adaptation strategies suggested the
inclusion of a sample but incorrectly changed the class: these incorrectly tagged samples are highlighted in cyan.

Subjects typically had
large errors when the
initial
non-adapting
classifier was used on the
data throughout the entire
two-hour session. Many
adaptation
strategies
successfully reduced this
error. The average nonadapting error across
subjects was 25%. All
supervised
adaptation Figure 2: 2 Example of error over time for a typical subject. Subject TMR2’s
paradigms reduced the non-adaptive classifier produced increasing error over time.
error of the classifier
(p<.03). Supervised Highconfidence adaptation (SH) had a 27% relative reduction in error, Supervised Low-confidence
adaptation (SL) had a 23% relative reduction in error, Supervised High/Low-confidence
adaptation (SHL) had a 29% relative reduction in error, and adding all of the samples (SA) had a
30% relative reduction in error. SA provided more reduction in error than its more selective
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alternatives (SH, SL, SHL) (p<0.02). None of the selective adaptation paradigms exhibited
statistically significant differences from each other (p>0.08).
Unsupervised adaptation paradigms did not reduce error as much as supervised adaptation
paradigms. The Unsupervised High-confidence (UH) paradigm showed the most relative
reduction in error (21%), which bordered on statistical significance across subjects (p=0.053).
Neither Unsupervised Low-confidence (UL) nor Unsupervised Blips (UB) had statistical
significance (p>0.07) and had lower relative reductions in error (UL: 19%, UB: 16%). These
results are likely due to the fact that adaptation paradigms that had to recalculate the predicted
class (UL & UB) were frequently unable to correctly guess the correct class: 35% of the samples
added by the UL paradigm and 54% of the samples added by the UB paradigm incorrectly
reassigned the class. A small percentage (9%) of the samples added by UH were actually errors
even though the classifier was confident they were correct.
The non-adapting classifier increased error over time for two of the TMR subjects and one
able-bodied subject (p<0.05). Only two of the supervised adaptive classifiers increased error
over time, and then only for a single subject (p<0.05). All of the other adaptive classifiers either
reduced or maintained the same level of error over time.
DISCUSSION
On average, Supervised High-confidence adaptation (SH) added 62% of available samples,
Supervised Low-confidence (SL) adaptation added 16% of available samples, and Supervised
High/Low-confidence (SHL) adaptation added 75% of the available samples. SL provided equal
reduction in error compared to SH, despite the fact that it only added 25% as many samples. It
seems likely that, over time, repeatedly adding a large number of samples would lead to overtraining, requiring a more selective inclusion criterion. SL likely preserves the responsiveness of
the classifier to new adaptation by limiting the growth of the data set.
The Unsupervised High-confidence (UH) paradigm provided an implementable reduction in
classification error. Although the Supervised Low-confidence paradigm provided a substantial
increase in accuracy, the Unsupervised Low Confidence (UL) paradigm was unable to
consistently predict the correct class. Future algorithms that are able to correctly identify the
class in an unsupervised environment may be useful for long-term adaptation, but present
implementations of UL are unacceptable for clinical implementation.
Some form of supervised adaptation should be incorporated into future clinically-viable
algorithms. Although supervised adaptation paradigms require conscious training by the user,
they are useful when the performance degrades to the point where the user is willing to push a
button to go through a short training session to tune the classifier. The authors suggest that SL is
the best supervised adaptation method, since it provides substantial reduction in error without
adding a large number of samples.
Degradation Over Time. It is interesting to note that the only able-bodied subject whose nonadapting classification error increased over time was also the only able-bodied subject with
previous experience controlling a pattern recognition system. All three of the TMR subjects also
had extensive experience with a pattern recognition system, and two of them incurred increased
error over time using the non-adapting classifier. There was no difference between experienced
and inexperienced users regarding average non-adapting error, average minimum error, or
average paired error, so it is unclear why experienced subjects seemed to incur more increase in
error over time than inexperienced subjects. In a study that investigated the UH paradigm by
Fukuda et al. [5], the non-adapting classifier significantly decayed over time, whereas there was
no time degradation in the present study for many of the able-bodied subjects. Both studies used
a single session that extended 1.5 – 2 hours. Fukuda et al. only used a remapped version of
signal amplitude, which may be sensitive to fatigue. Classification of an ensemble of timedomain features has been shown to be robust to fatigue [3]. As a result, the ensemble of features
used in this study may have prevented a need for fatigue-based adaptation due to the more
robust set of selected features.
A linear discriminate analysis (LDA) classifier was chosen for this study, rather than a neural
network as used in other adaptation studies [5]. Previous studies have shown that LDAs perform
just as well as neural networks for static systems [7]. Although it is conceivable that a nonlinear
classifier may have adapted better than an LDA, low levels of minimum error for each subject
suggest that the LDA provided sufficient room for adaptation.
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This study only involved a single two-hour session per subject. Studies that investigate
adaptation over days or months require take-home prostheses capable of myoelectric pattern
recognition. Once these prostheses are available, more practical results will be obtainable. The
ability to design and evaluate adaptation algorithms is limited in part by our field’s conceptual
weakness regarding what constitutes robustness or optimal performance. Adaptation work would
greatly benefit from future research that provides a better mathematical and therapeutic
framework through which to understand these critical concepts.
CONCLUSION
All supervised adaptation paradigms provided reduced classification error of a myoelectric
system. Incorrect classification prevented unsupervised paradigms from achieving significant
results, with the exception of a high-confidence unsupervised paradigm.
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